EUROPEAN FILM MUSIC DAY & HARPA NORDIC FILM COMPOSERS AWARD

70TH FESTIVAL DE CANNES

MAY 22ND 2017
14:00 – 20:00

FNAC
83 RUE D’ANTIBES
CANNES

FREE ADMISSION

PRESENTED BY:

IN COOPERATION WITH:
EUROPEAN FILM MUSIC DAY & HARPA NORDIC FILM COMPOSERS AWARD

PROGRAMME

13:30  DOORS OPEN AT FNAC

13:50 — 14:00  WELCOMING ADDRESS BY ECSA VICE-PRESIDENT BERNARD GRIMALDI

14:00 — 14:45  FILM MUSIC COMPOSERS AND FILM DIRECTORS – BEST CREATIVE FRIENDS?
Panel discussion on the artistic relationship between film music composers and film directors with composer Sophia Ersson (Sweden), composer Christine Aufderhaar (Germany), film director Dan Clifton (UK) and film director Alexandra-Thérèse Keining (Sweden). The panelists will exchange views on communication strategies between film music composers and film directors and focus on their professional awareness in terms of film music – the importance of it and the work process behind it. The panel will be moderated by Thor Joachim Haga.

14:45 — 15:30  VIDEO GAME COMPOSERS TODAY
Presentation on the outcome of the Nordic survey on the situation of video game composers and a presentation of the results of the Creators’ Roundtable in Los Angeles with ECSA President Alfons Karabuda and ECSA Secretary General Patrick Ager. The presentation will be followed by a discussion with French video game composer Olivier Derivière about his work and the current situation of European video game composers. The panel will be moderated by Thor Joachim Haga.

15:30 — 16:00  COFFEE BREAK

16:00 — 17:30  HARPA FILM COMPOSERS AWARD
HARPA HOST: HALFDAN E
The HARPA statuette is designed by Icelandic artist Ragnar Kjartansson and made by Kjartan Órn Kjartansson from ORR

18:00 — 20:00  HAPPY HOUR – A FILM MUSIC RECEPTION
*BY INVITATION ONLY*
LA PLAGE QUINZAINE (CBeach, in front of Grand Hotel)
45 Boulevard de la Croisette, 06400 Cannes

CONTACT
INFO@COMPOSERALLIANCE.ORG